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Introduction
Sadly, the majority of puppies fail to
live long enough to enjoy their second
birthday. They suffer from the
terminal illness of being unwanted
and they develop a number of utterly
predictable behaviour, training, and
temperament problems and are
surrendered to animal shelters to play
lotto with their lives. Consider this
before purchasing a puppy and
breeding your dog.
The information contained in this
book is to be used as a guide only and
not substituted for the care and advice from your local veterinarian, before breeding your dog consult your
vet.

Questions to ask: Should I Breed My Dog?
Before you begin to breed your dog, you need to ask yourself “Why I am doing this and am I doing this for the right reason?”. It isn’t a decision that should be taken lightly and once you have
decided on breeding, further reading and education is recommended.
These are a couple of the reasons why we wanted to breed Daisy.
1. Our first reason was that we wanted to go through the experience of breeding for the children and for ourselves.
2. Next, Daisy is such a sweet and adorable dog and it would be wonderful to have a pup just
like her.
3. Everyone loves Daisy and would tell us that if we ever breed her then they would want a
pup.
4. Another thought was perhaps you could make a little money along the way.
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A checklist to Breeding
by Jane Johnson
with the help of lots of other people.
These are the points that you should be able to check off with a tick. This is a quick guide for what you
should look for before you breed, and is not all inclusive. Further input is welcome:
Is your bitch:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

show quality
a champion
have both parents and grand parents that are champions
free from hereditary disease
parents and grand parents tested and free from hip dysplasia
mature enough to breed
tested today as free from brucellosis

Is your dog:
1. show quality
2. a champion
3. have both parents and grand parents that are champions
4. free from hereditary disease
5. parents and grand parents tested and free from hip dysplasia
6. mature enough to breed
7. tested today as free from brucellosis

And you need to meet ALL of the following criteria:
1.You are have homes already for all pups - before the mating
2.You have found a dog that meets all the points in the section above relating to the
requirements of the bitch
3.You are prepared to offer a lifetime guarantee (or at least two years) for the health of
the pups
4. If, during the lifetime of the pups, any need to be returned for whatever reason, you
take that pup (now adult dog) back and find a home for him/her.
5. All non-show quality pups are sold with a spay/neuter agreement
6. All prospective buyers have been fully screened by you
7. You are going to offer support and advice to your puppy buyers for the life of the pup
8. You have the money to cover a stud fee, possible c-section and complications,
vaccinations, and still get no income from the sale of any pups.
9. Have you consented with the breeder of your bitch/dog and sought their advice?
Now that's just a starting point. If you can't or won't meet these criteria, perhaps breeding at
this time is not the best thing for you or your dog.
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Answers to Questions After Having Bred
So now that Daisy has been a mum, this is how I would respond:
 The experience was certainly more then we bargained for. For us a family of five, plus
the boy across the road and my niece, the actually birth experience was truly amazing and
educational.
 I believe your children should be a certain age, my youngest was 11 and he filmed the
birth, however for really young children I believe it could be too much information and
over whelming.
 For us the birthing process took several hours and the last pup born was not breathing.
We fortunately had read up on what to do should this occur and was able to breath life
into little Rosy. The whole situation was very stressful for us and obviously Daisy.
 You need to be aware that your dog is going to through a lot of fear and pain and even
though she is normally a placid dog, having a lot of noise and stress around her can see
her panic, growl and sometimes snap at their owners when trying to assist in the delivery.
 You will need to be aware your dog may need an emergency caesarean to save her life
and that of her pups. It is also possible that some pups will be still born and your children
will be exposed to this.
 There is also the rather gruesome reality that the bitch eats the placenta and that some
pups may be deformed, and need to be put down. I know it sounds yuk but you do need
to hear this.
 For us, we were fortunate, Daisy had 4 healthy white puppies within a 6 hour time frame
and other then the initial scare of the last one not breathing, the whole process was
worth it for us.
The experience didn’t just stop at the birth; we also all got to experience the joys of feeding
and cleaning for the next several weeks. We loved holding the pups and interacting with them.
Then we experienced the sadness when they left us.
Overall though, it was worth every minute and dollar spent and we believe we made a
responsible decision when handing the pups over to the new owners.
 Our next reason was that we wanted a pup just like Daisy. We have had Daisy since she
was 6 weeks old and the 5 of us have poured more loved and attention into her then what
I ever thought would be possible. As a result, she grew to be the most adorable of dogs
that loves everyone, has an amazing nature, is extremely obedient, and loving.
The Beginners Guide to Breeding Healthy Puppies From home
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 What you need to realise though, is we put a lot of time and effort into her and unless you
do the same it is possible that your pup won’t be anything like our Daisy, combined with
the fact that the pups are only ½ Daisy and ½ the male.
 The third reason is that we have had so many people say over time that if we ever bred
her then they would want a pup. We were fortunate that these people kept their word
and indeed have a pup today. You do need to be aware though that not everyone who
says that sticks to what they say. So many situations can occur in life which leads to a
change of mind. Don’t count on this as a reason to breed your dog.
 Our last thought was that perhaps we could earn some money from the pups. It wasn’t a
motivating factor, just a thought that went through our minds. Be aware that unless you
have a particular brand of dog that you are guaranteed to earn a lot of money from, you
will probably come out even.
 There are many costs associated with breeding your dog. You have the cost of mating or
stud fee, health checks, vet fees, time off work when whelping, advertisement, phone
calls, travel, customers happy and not happy, shots, worming, food etc.
 Whatever profit we made, didn’t come close to the time, effort and energy spent in the
first 7 – 8 weeks after the birth of the puppies. You would only need for something to go
terribly wrong and it could be a financial disaster. Again we were blessed that nothing
major went wrong; however we still had trips to the vet, special foods, phone calls, visits
and so much more.
 Make sure that you read through this book carefully and educate yourself with further
reading material to ensure that you prepared and please seek the advice of your vet.
 Remember, breeding a litter of puppies is a big responsibility that requires your time,
energy, money, knowledge and the right environment. As cute as puppies can be they are
not play toys. So as the one bringing this litter of puppies into the world, please accept
responsibility of caring for them and finding them loving and responsible homes to live in.
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Dog Breeders' mistakes
Keep pups away from people: This mistake is one of the most serious ones. Some breeders tend
to think the pups will recognize the first person they see as "the master". This is most unhelpful.
If the dog lives through the imprinting stage without any contact with people, then it will
probably panic once it goes out into the real world. If corrected on time, then the dog will
recover almost completely, almost.
Separate the litter from the mother too soon: For both the mental health of the mother and
the puppies, it is ideal to be together for at least 7-8 weeks, never forget this is the period in
which hierarchies are established.
Separate the puppies too soon: This can also be negative, for through games, the dog learns
behavior structures and defines hierarchies.
Forbid contact with other dogs: Similar to the last case, this can cause trauma, but in this case
it would be worse. The dog will be fearsome and utterly shy.
Keep grown-up dogs in small cages for too long: It is not difficult to imagine effects of this
action: both bone and muscular structure, and psychological health would be affected. There
might even be some neurotic behaviors, such as spinning, biting the legs, the dogs can also hurt
themselves out of boredom.
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Before Breeding
Finding a Stud.
How do I find a dog to breed with mine? The act of dog
breeding is a serious responsibility that needs extensive
research as well as requiring cost, time and energy.
Complications can arise if as a beginner breeder you do
not take the proper precautions. I’m a one off breeder
and made sure that I bred my dog with the most suitable
stud for her and her breed.
Experienced breeders encourage people like me to seek
advice and research so that we don’t contribute to the destruction of the purebred bloodline and
serious health concerns as a result of not breeding eligible dogs. By not doing the research on
the medical history of your dog and the other dog it can cause medical problems that become
genetic in that breed.
Study up on your dog and learn about their weaknesses, strong points and breed accordingly.
There are many factors to take into place from the dog’s temperament, health, and soundness.
What is his or her pedigree? You need to research the background of the dogs in order to be
aware of size, temperament and potential health problems. What is the quality of the dog? We
all believe, myself included, that our dog is the greatest ever to walk the earth, but remember
love can be blind.
In some countries and areas you need to have your dogs registered with the same registry, other
you are unable to register the littler of puppies.
For us we found our stud through a recommendation from our vet who knew both Daisy and
Oliver and identified that they could be a possible good mix. We did our research and as both
were pure Maltese Shitzu and passed all medical checks we arranged for the dogs to meet a
couple of times before mating. Once it was obvious that this was a good match we then planned
the next stage.
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Medical Checks before Breeding
What checks should I have done?
Both the male and the female need to be in excellent general health, as it can be a stressful
time for the mum so she needs to be of good health.
They both need to have their vaccinations up to date and they both should be tested for
Brucellosis at least one month before breeding takes place.
Brucellosis is a contagious disease of dogs that can lead to illness. In female dogs it causes
infertility and abortion. In males, the scrotal sacs swell because of the infection and
inflammation. If the infection is chronic, testicular atrophy and infertility may result. A simple
blood test is needed to screen for this disease.
Have a complete physical examination performed on your dog prior to breeding, including a
digital vaginal exam to check for vaginal bands/strictures.
Check with breeding experts as to what other tests need to be considered before breeding.

When to Breed ?
How often does a bitch come into heat?
The bitch comes into heat about every 6 months, although larger breeds of dogs may cycle
anything up to once in 15 months. On average ,most dogs are on heat for around 3 weeks. Your
dog must experience a heat cycle before she is able to get pregnant.
It is recommended that you do not breed your dog during her first heat period, but rather wait
until she is approx 2 years of age. Any younger could possibly stunt the growth of your young
female and she is not physically mature yet.
Whelping is divided into four separate periods: breeding, pregnancy, whelping, and lactation.
Each period requires special monitoring as it sees your bitch going through dramatic physical
changes. Each period needs to be handled slightly differently.
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What are the signs of heat?
Early Signs of approaching heat
With Daisy she shows signs as early as 3-5 weeks before her heat will start. She has a terrible
habit of trying to mount anything, in particular, pillows off our beds and any towels left lying
around. She may become aggressive as well towards other animals.

Pro-Oestrus
The first stage of heat is called the Pro-oestrus and it is the time when the bitch is sexually
attractive to the male, however she does not show any interest in them. In fact during the
initial 4 – 5 days of this stage they tend to be aggressively negative! (Love their style). The
most notable sign of day one of pro-oestrus stage is the appearance of vaginal bleeding so make
a note of this date.
Some swelling of the vulva can be seen prior to the discharge. Should your dog clean herself it
can be hard to detect, so you may have to lift her tail, I know, a bit strange, but it can be the
only way to tell the first day of her heat cycle.

Oestrus
The second stage of her heat cycle is when she is actually fertile and ready to mate. This stage
is called Oestrus and it lasts an average of 9 to 11 days, but can vary from 3 days to 3 weeks.
Her bleeding will change from light pink to golden sand/straw colour. It is recommended that
you keep your breeding bitch confined until all signs of the season have passed, this is around 23
days but can be up to 30 days for some bitches.
She is now ready for procreation and she sometimes exhibits a “come and get me” behaviour,
shuffles her feet and lifts her rear end up in the air (called flagging). Ovulation occurs during
this 4-7 day flagging stage. If you are going to breed do it within the 4-7 days. (Average bitch
ovulates on Day 11 of her heat cycle.) Breeding on days 10 12 14 or Larger breeds may be best to
breed 8 10 12. (Make a note of breeding date on calendar) Oestrus ends and she won’t be
interested in the male attention.
NOT ALL BITCHES WILL MATE ON THESE DAYS, SO KEEP A VIGILANT EYE ON HER.
Stage three of heat is called diestrus, which ranges from 2 to 3 months. During this stage the
female dog will no longer accept the male. The symptoms for this period is pregnancy,
mammary glands swell and some dog may experience false pregnancy. Progesterone hormones
still remain high throughout this period.
The final stage is anoestrus. This is the resting period preparing for the next heat cycle which
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last about 5 months.

Mating
What should I do to be sure that a mating
is accomplished successfully?
Breeding usually takes place naturally without any human intervention beyond introducing the
girl to the stud. However, when one or both of the dogs involved have never been bred before, a
little direction may be required.
Typically, the male dog will become very excited when introduced to a receptive bitch, sniffing
and licking at her vulva. Very quickly he will mount her rear quarter and begin to thrust. When
all goes as nature has designed, he will penetrate the bitch, causing two glands directly behind
the penis to swell considerably.
In response, the bitch's vulva will clamp around this swelling; this situation is referred to as a
tie, and is the moment when the dog and bitch become "stuck" together. This period typically
lasts from fifteen to thirty minutes, and it is at this point that sperm are being delivered to
waiting eggs.

When is the best date to breed?
Usually the tenth or twelfth day is the most common chosen but this varies from bitch to bitch.
Some may not mate until the fifteenth or eighteenth day; some will mate earlier than the tenth
day. A good stud dog will give as good an indication as to when she is ready. If you are having
difficulty finding the best day for your bitch to mate it might be wise to consult a vet
A "rule of thumb" indication is to watch discharge colour change to a straw colour and then wait
three days. This is of course as I said, "rule of thumb". This is for the more experienced breeders;
however, if left to their own devices the dogs usually do well in working it out.
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Where should we breed the dogs?
Once the female is in season to mate and the proper stud dog has been chosen, the mating takes
place. The mating of the two dogs should be in a controlled environment, because unfamiliar
dogs sometimes have personality conflicts. Some breeders just enclose the animals together and
leave the room, assuming the dogs know what to do. On several occasions, the personalities of
the dogs collide and the attempt to breed is useless and sometimes painful for the dogs.
If the personalities of the dogs match, the chance of breeding is increased. After this takes
place, the male and the female will need to be separated from each other. The point is to keep
the female away from as much stress as possible so that the possibility of pregnancy increases.
If for any reason, the dogs do not show interest in each other or if one dog begins to dominate or
bite the other, immediately separate the two dogs. The female will not allow herself to be bred
if she does not want to be. In addition, if the dogs are not interested in each other then the
interaction between the two could lead to stitches in the local Animal Emergency Clinic, due to
a fight.
We took Daisy to Oliver’s home on day 11 and left her there for the day. We didn’t watch or
hang around just left them to it. We then had Oliver come visit us in our home two days later
and again just left them to play and do whatever had to be done. At no time did we actually
observe the event take place. Life was a little busy at the time.
Some people request a second mating to give them a little bit of leeway should they be unsure
as to the exact day of ovulation, this would take place approximately 48 hours after the first
mating
A large audience to the proceedings is not a good idea, the stud dog owner will know how his dog
is likely to react and also have a fair idea how your bitch may react. It is most important that
you be guided by and respond to the requests of the stud dog owner in a quiet and relaxed
manner.
The more relaxed you are the more relaxed your bitch will be. The stud dog owner may request
that a muzzle be put on your bitch, on occasions even the sweetest natured bitch may turn and
nip the stud dog, this is a kind way of preventing that from happening and in most cases the
muzzle can be removed once the mating has ‘tied’..
The female determines how many pups will be in a litter.
The male has a penis which is called the Os penis. It has an actual bone. It can break, so he is
the one at danger during mating. A male's sperm may live a few days and in some cases up to a
week.
The male determines the sex of the puppies.
There are a number of reasons a Female will fail to conceive:
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Age - too young or too old.
Health.
Irregular heat cycles- it may not be a true heat.
Bred on the wrong days - this is why ovulation testing is important. You may bred too
early or too late.
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Pregnancy and Care
Help me my dog is pregnant now what?
Congratulations! Your dog is having puppies. This is a very exciting time for you and your family.
Your pregnant dog will require specific feeding and care. You will need to have some equipment
on hand when the big day arrives, and also have some idea of what is a normal delivery, and
when the vet may need to be called.
A Dog Pregnancy Calendar is an ideal tool to help you keep track of important dates and
events in your dogs pregnancy.
Either use an existing calendar or print one off an easy-to-update calendar from Microsoft
Works. Just as in a human's pregnancy there are certain events that you need to understand
and by using a calendar it will assist you in your dog’s pregnancy.
Use it to write down the all important due date as well as other useful information.
Keep the vet’s phone number here along with other items of preparation, nutritional
requirements etc that need to be attended to.

How do I know my dog is Pregnant?
There is no practical blood or urine test to confirm the pregnancy in a dog. The earliest time to
confirm the pregnancy is around 26 – 35 days after breeding has taken place. The doctor will be
able to palpate the abdomen and detect the pregnancy (85% accuracy).
If you wait much past 30 days it becomes more difficult since the amniotic sac around the puppy
is filling with fluid, making each fetus less distinct and harder to feel. Palpation should again
only be used as a pregnancy indicator and not for telling how many puppies a bitch will have
An x-ray is usually possible after 45 days to determine the number of puppies (95% accuracy).
Sometimes the bitch can have a Pseudo or false pregnancy where they display the symptoms of
pregnancy when they aren’t. A false pregnancy is not harmful for the health. Always consult
your vet if you need further advice.
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What should I expect during my dog’s
pregnancy?

Normal Dog Gestational
An overview
Physical Changes During the first 5 weeks of pregnancy, there are few noticeable changes.
After the 5th week, you may notice weight gain, especially with large litters. If only 1 or 2 pups
are present, the mother may gain little weight until shortly before birth. Abdominal enlargement is generally obvious in the last 3 weeks. The mammary glands may begin to enlarge as early
as the 35th day, but usually development is not obvious until 45 days. Milk may be present as
early as 7-9 days before delivery, but usually it is not produced until 1-2 days before delivery.
Behavioral Changes During pregnancy, the female dog may show a change in behavior, especially in the last few weeks. As the uterus enlarges with the developing puppies, your pet may
become restless, seek seclusion and in the last few days, soil the house. She may shred papers,
blankets or bedding in an attempt at “nest building” in the last weeks. During the last 2 weeks,
your pet may become irritable and should avoid contact with small children.
The Beginners Guide to Breeding Healthy Puppies From home
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Nutrition Good nutrition is essential for healthy puppies and mothers. During the first 4
weeks, nutritional needs change little, but feeding small amounts of high protein supplements,
such as eggs, lean muscle meats (not pork) or liver is a good practice. During the last 5 weeks,
your dog’s nutritional needs nearly double. Feed increased amounts of food in several small
meals each day. Fresh water should always be available, since fluid needs are greatly increased.
We recommend feeding puppy food through the end of lactation (nursing).
Exercise Moderate exercise is the proper approach. Neither forced rest nor strenuous exercise is a good idea. Short periods of gentle play and short walks are good.

Starting with Conception
Once your dog has successfully mated the approximate length of the pregnancy (gestation) is 63
days. Birth of the puppies can occur anywhere between 60-67 days. Generally, most dogs will deliver their pups between days 63 and 65.
If your dog has not given birth by day 70 a vet consultation is needed.
Day 1 is considered the day of mating. Record the date of mating on your calendar.

Pregnancy Time Line
Day 1
Your dog has successfully mated, mark on calendar and the due date of whelping. About 48 – 73
hours after mating, fertilization of the eggs occurs.

Day 7-10 the first week
You may notice that your dog's vulva has remained swollen since she was on heat. This is the first
sign that your dog is pregnant. The fertilized egg becomes a 64 celled Blastocyte and descends
into the uterus. They develop all of their major organs and by day 20 they look like miniature
puppies. Her nipples might enlarge and get dark pink in colour. Continue her nutrition and exercise as normal.
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Day 21 (3 Weeks - 4 Weeks)
By now the embryo plants in the uterus. Your dog is going to show symptoms of morning sickness
due to the hormonal changes. She is likely to go off her food, and vomit a little yellow bile in
the morning. This is the equivalent of morning sickness in humans. If this goes on for longer
than the 3-10 days, or is accompanied by lethargy or listlessness, you will need to see your vet.
This stage should pass quickly and some bitches never miss a meal!
Ultrasound is probably the best and most accurate method of confirming a pregnancy. It is also
expensive, so may not be a viable alternative for most breeders. Ultrasound is non-invasive, safe
and pain-free for the bitch. The belly area may have to be shaved, but no other preparations are
needed. Ultrasound can be performed as early as 18 days, although 21-28 day is ideal.
Heartbeats can be detected by 26 days. Although ultrasound is a good pregnancy indicator, it is
not accurate for telling how many puppies a bitch will have.

Day 26
Mark in your calendar a trip to your vet who can palpate and confirm the pregnancy.

Day 30 -35
At this stage your vet can perform a blood test to determine whether or not your dog is going to
be a mother.

4-5 weeks onwards.
At this stage your dog may have a clear discharge from her vagina. This is considered a reasonably reliable pregnancy indicator and will remain until the birth of the pups. The discharge is
clear and has the consistency of thick Vaseline and is odourless. If you do happen to notice the
discharge to be green or bloody then consult your vet.

Days 30 - 35
It is now very obvious that your bitch is pregnant. Daisy let us feel the puppies, so you should be
able to feel them as well, although some dogs may not like you touching her belly. We certainly
The Beginners Guide to Breeding Healthy Puppies From home
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could feel them move, however it will be hard for you to figure out how many there are and as
you approach 45 days the puppies will be crowding each other making it impossible to count
them. Just be careful and don’t play rough. The puppies have developed their colour pigments
at this stage, our pups were all white.

Day 35 Week 5
Your dog may be starting to look pregnant, with a wider waist and nipples that have changed to
a deeper pink. You may notice a thickening of her sides, between her ribs and hip bone. Dog's
weight will begin to increase so increase the food ration to meet her needs but avoid
overfeeding.

Day 45
By 45 days your dog's appetite will decrease. It is important that you offer her lots of small meals
through out the day so she can eat a little and not get overly full.

Days 45 -60
At this stage, the pup's bones will have calcium in them. After this point the vet can take an xray to count the number of pups to expect. By day 60, the x-ray can determine the size of the
pups and if they are going to be too big to pass through the birth canal.

Day 42 and on (last 3 weeks)
Your dog needs to be in quarantine from now on. This means absolutely no contact with any
other dogs, including other household pets. The reason? The Herpes virus. This virus can be
passed among dogs by everyday activities such as licking and sniffing. For an adult dog there may
well be no symptoms, or just a simple cold, however, the ramifications for the unborn puppies is
much more severe, and can result in miscarriage and even death.

50 Days
By 50 Days you will most likely be able to see the puppies move while they are inside their mum,
just as you would with a human.

Daisy would be lying next to me and you could see the puppies rolling around. Her
tummy is very swollen and hard. Your dog will be restless and spend a lot of time grooming herself. She will begin to wander and sniff places to nest. Now is a good time to begin to take her
to the whelping box and sit with her whilst she becomes familiar with it.
In further preparation for whelping give your bitch a full body bath. It will probably be the last
one she can have for a while. Trim her toenails, and make sure her teeth are clean -- she could
pass an infection to her puppies when biting their cords if her teeth are dirty. Carefully clean
her nipples and breasts with Betadine scrub or Phisohex.
Remove any excess skin deposits and dirt. Treat any sore spots with A&D ointment or plain
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vaseline.
One week before her due date, start washing her breasts daily with plain water and a terry wash
cloth. This helps to toughen up her breasts, making vigorous nursing less painful to her in the
first few days and decreasing the risk of her rejecting her puppies.

58-68 Days
By day 58 you should be able to see milk if you gently apply pressure to her nipples. You can
trim the hairs surrounding the nipples so that the puppies won’t have a hard time sucking milk.
Your dog is considered full term if she has her puppies at 58 days. Before this time, and her
puppies will be premature and aren't likely to make it. The average is about 64 days, however
this isn't a guarantee.

The Last Week
You may notice in the last week that your dog's waistline may have reappeared, or be looking
slimmer than it was. This is a sure sign the puppies have dropped down into position closer to
the birth canal, and they will be arriving within the week.
Alternatively, your dog's tummy may be sagging even more noticeably then earlier.
If your dog should get to 70 days past mating and there is no sign of labor you need to call your
vet.

The Last Day or Two (Ideally Day 61-62)
Your dog will lose her appetite dramatically, and possibly altogether. Along with a drop in
temperature, this is a great indicator that the pups will be born shortly, within the next 12-24
hours.
Other signs that she is getting close to giving birth include shivering, panting, pacing, acting out
of character, and digging at the floor. She may also go into hiding. If you are seeing these signs
then you should have puppies in six to twenty-four hours.

Just before the Birth
You may notice that your dog starts to spend more time in her whelping box. She may seem a bit
obsessed with pawing through the papers. This is termed as "nesting" or "pre-denning" and is a
primitive urge that is fueled by the pregnancy hormones.
Pregnant wolves can display this sort of behavior for up to 3 weeks before giving birth. She may
also try to hide under a bed so encourage her to come out and go to the whelping box instead.
Daisy wanted to spend as much time under the bed as she could.
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Temperature taking
For the last 7 days you should be taking your dog's temperature via her rectum (get the vet to
show you how if you are unsure) twice a day. Normally, a dog's temperature will be
approximately 38.5 degrees Celsius, or 101 degrees Fahrenheit.
A dog's temperature can vary from dog to dog, so you will soon observe what is normal for your
dog. Make a note of this as it will come in handy not just to signal labor, but also if she should
get a fever at any stage.
A drop in your dog's temperature to 37 degrees Celsius, or 97-98 degrees Fahrenheit, indicates
the puppies will be on their way, generally within 12-24 hours.
If your dog's temperature should rise, you should seek your vet's opinion as this is usually
indicative of a fever, generally caused by an infection.
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Pregnant Dog Behaviour
Some dog owners notice a change in their dog's behaviour immediately following mating. Others
do not. Some dogs can become more loving, requiring a lot more affection. Others may become
needy and demanding attention. Other mums-to-be may become downright irritable. I noticed
with Daisy that she had less tolerance when my little nieces were around. She didn’t liked being
played with as much as she usually did.

Feeding your pregnant dog
What should I feed my dog?
Ideally, your dog has been on a high quality diet prior to her breeding. This helps to ensure that
your dog is in the very best health, and in her ideal weight range, when she mates.
As we have already said, your pregnant dog may lose her appetite at approximately 3-4 weeks
after mating. She may even be prone to throwing up. This is much the same as morning sickness
for adults. If this does not pass after 10 days, or your dog appears lethargic and disinterested,
then you will need to consult your vet.
If your dog should stop eating altogether at this stage you will also need to see the vet.
Feeding your pregnant dog the correct amount of food during her pregnancy is crucial. Many dog
owners tend to over feed unnecessarily in the early part of pregnancy and then underfeed their
dog when she is lactating (nursing the puppies).
Overfeeding your dog too early on in the pregnancy can lead to unnecessary weight gain which
can result in birthing complications. Underfeeding, or a diet that is poor in quality and protein,
especially in the latter stages, can lead to nasties such as pregnancy eclampsia.
Once your dog is confirmed pregnant, around the 30 days, you should begin to feed her more
protein and fat. Consider substituting a high-quality premium puppy food and this will accomplish this. For Daisy we did just this, went out and read up on all the brands of dog food and
found one that we believed was best for her.
Two weeks before whelping start feeding her small quantities of high quality meat protein, such
as chicken, beef, eggs, liver, etc. Meals can be divided and fed several times a day. We found
that Daisy really enjoyed liver and it was easy to purchase and cut up for her.
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By the end of the pregnancy, your bitch should be eating 50% more than usual, and should be
getting approximately 25-30% of her total intake as protein. By reading the dog food label Daisy
was getting this increase in protein combined with fresh protein.
It is important that your dog eats more since she will need every ounce of fat she has stored
once she has the litter. It is very frustrating when you can't get the bitch to eat what is offered.
Most bitches will get picky about eating at some point in their pregnancy. If she refuses to eat
her normal dry ration, substitute oatmeal, cooked barley, brown rice or wheat cereal. Use
whatever you can to keep your bitch eating, but make sure her diet is still as BALANCED as possible.

Quality of Food Your pregnant dog will need a high quality dog food, with essential vitamins,
minerals and proteins.

Quantities of Food
The quantity of food that a pregnant dog may need to consume to maintain a healthy weight,
and ensure the healthy growth of puppies can fluctuate dramatically. Factors such as litter size
and breed are some of the determining factors. To ensure a healthy pregnancy for your dog and
her pups it is probably a wise idea to check with your vet as to your particular dog's dietary
requirements. The following is an approximate guide.

First 4-5 weeks gestation
During this stage, your dog should be fed her regular quantities of food. The feed should be of
the highest quality. As the puppies are not growing rapidly at this point in time, your dog will not
need any extra calories.

Last 3-4 weeks
During this time the puppies are growing rapidly. Your dog will need a high quality food that
provides plenty of calories per mouthful. Puppy foods can be perfect for this. Start by mixing
your dog's regular feed with the puppy food until she is totally on the puppy food. This can be
done over a period of about 7 days.
As your dog becomes more pregnant, she will have less room in her tummy for large meals.
Towards the end, you may have to resort to feeding her smaller meals more frequently. Some
dogs can be trusted to self-feed. Others cannot. If you are allowing your dog to self feed you
should regularly check her food bowl to ensure she is actually eating enough.
During these last few weeks your dog's weight will slowly increase to approximately 25-30% of
her normal weight. This can be safely achieved by slowing increasing your dog's input until she is
eating about 25-30% more than she normally does. In fact, some pregnant dogs may even need
up to 50% more food than before.
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The Last Week
At this stage the puppies are growing at their fastest and your dog may be needing meals as
often as every 3-4 hours. This is fine so long as she is not gaining excess weight. If you are
unsure, check with your vet. Now is not the time for weight loss campaigns, or excessive weight
gain. Your vet will be able to give you clear instructions on what your size and breed of dog
should be eating.

Last 24-48 hours.
Many dogs lose their appetite right before the birthing process starts. Some dogs stop eating
altogether, while others have a dramatically reduced appetite. Ensure that your dog has access
to some food just in case. Once you notice that she has lost interest in her food you should
ensure that all the final steps are in place for the birth.

Supplements
You may be tempted to provide your pregnant dog with nutritional supplements. This can be a
very bad idea, can cause birth defects in the puppies, and may even result in the death of your
dog. Good quality dog foods should not need further supplementing. You should only give your
pregnant dog a nutritional supplement if your vet instructs you to do so.
The most problematic supplement for pregnant dogs is calcium. While it may seem like a great
idea to give a pregnant dog calcium, nothing could probably be quite so dangerous. A pregnant
dog who has been over supplemented with calcium runs the risk of joint abnormalities for the
puppies, calcium deposits in the soft tissues of the puppies, and more complicated births.
However, the most dangerous complication of calcium supplements is eclampsia for the lactating
mother. Eclampsia is also referred to as milk fever, and is caused by a depletion of the calcium
levels in the nursing mother. This most often happens between 3-5 weeks after the birth, and
can be deadly in as little as 30-60 minutes.
How does calcium supplementation cause a lowering of the levels of blood calcium in a lactating
mother? The extra calcium supplements can lower the natural calcium releasing hormones
circulating in her system. This then results in her not having the correct balance of hormones to
provide the extra calcium when she needs them most.
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Water
Regardless of the pregnancy state of your dog, she should always have access to fresh water.
Water is an essential nutrient that is just as important for the survival of your dog as it is for humans.
Water is obtained through drinking and food. Your dog will lose water through urine, faeces,
evaporation and through the milk that she is feeding the pups. How much she needs can vary so
best to keep a couple of bowls of fresh water available.
Lack of water can result in death and illness quicker than the lack of any other nutrient in your
dog. We recommended using our Xooma X20 products in their water to assist in vitality, digestion
benefits, as their bodies move away from that fight mode...into healing....

Should I exercise my dog?
Exercise and The Pregnant Dog
Much like humans, too much weight gain can be as almost as bad for your dog, as too little. The
fitter your dog, the better she will be able to cope with the physical demands of birthing. Gentle
and consistent exercise routines are best. Regular exercise will keep your dog's muscles toned,
and her blood sugar levels in a healthy range.

The first 4-6 weeks
In the first stages of pregnancy, your dog will be extremely capable of her usual walks and exercise routine. Her stamina, and muscle tone will benefit from a good run around. Intensive or
stressful exercising is probably not wise. Obedience school and show trials may be too much for
your dog if she is needy or irritable.
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As your dog becomes more pregnant, and larger in size, she will tire more easily and may not enjoy, or even be capable of a 5 mile jog. Your dog may just be happy with an amble around the
block to smell the flowers.
You don't want your dog getting cabin fever before she has to. Several smaller walks each day at
this stage will be far more beneficial than one very long one, or none at all. It is important that
you do take your dog out of her yard, as she is going to be confined to your house for quite a
long time to come in the very near future.

Hot weather

If the weather is more than comfortably warm, it may be easier on your dog to exercise her in
the cooler parts of the morning and evening. Your pregnant dog will overheat more easily. Make
sure she has access to lots of fresh water before and after the walk. (Even during the walk if that
is practical.)
Daisy was pregnant in the hottest part of our summer so we kept her exercise to a minimum and
in the cool of the night.

The last 3 weeks.
You will not be able to walk your dog in public places for the last 3 weeks, as she cannot be exposed to other dogs. This is due to wanting to exclude her from the infectious Herpes virus,
which can be fatal for the puppies.
At this stage, your dog may just be happy with a little play in the back yard if you have one. This
will be great for her mental stimulation. If she doesn't seem too keen on spending the energy
then let her be.
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Pregnant Dog Health
Should we vaccinate her?
Vaccinations
In an ideal world, with a planned pregnancy, your dog will have been vaccinated just prior, as in
a few weeks, to mating. Vaccinating your dog just before breeding will ensure that your dog can
pass on the most amounts of maternal antibodies in her milk to the pups.
However, some dogs may need vaccinating while pregnant to meet with travel standards or for
the well being of the mother. Your vet should always be informed that your dog is pregnant before having vaccinations administered. (Do not assume that the vet remembers that visit a while
ago.)
The first half of the pregnancy is more critical for vaccines, as this is when most of the development of the puppies is occurring.
Vaccinating a pregnant dog is something that should only be done after careful consultation with
your vet, and only under special circumstances.
We didn’t know if Daisy was pregnant and took her to get her vaccination needle but were told
by our Vet that as she possibly could be to leave it until after the birth of the pups.

Flea Control
Your pregnant dog does not need to be scratching herself silly chasing the fleas. Not all flea control medications are safe for pregnant or lactating dogs but these one are:
* Capstar
* Frontline Plus
* Revolution
It is important not only for the comfort of your pregnant dog, but also the health of the puppies
to keep fleas under control. Fleas can pass parasites to the pups via the mother.
If you are unsure about the safety of any health care products for your pregnant or lactating dog,
it is always going to be wisest to check with your vet prior to administration.
I recommend you seek out some natural alternatives, we use tea tree oil shampoo on Daisy and
have found that she rarely ever gets fleas.
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Heartworm Medicines
If your dog is already on a heartworm regime before getting pregnant, then you should leave her
on it. All heartworm medicines have been approved for use on pregnant and lactating dogs.

Parasites and Worms
Worms and parasites can be transmitted between the pregnant dog and her pups. Ideally, your
dog will have been wormed effectively and been checked out by your vet for parasites before
breeding.
Hookworms and roundworms can both be transmitted between pregnant mums and unborn puppies.
Your pregnant dog will need worming from Day 40 of her pregnancy until 2 days after the birth.
This will prevent any worms in her intestine travelling across the placentas into the unborn
young causing deformities, retarded growth and even death.
Since many worms are transported by fleas, it is also important to stay on top of the flea situation.
You will need to ensure that your worming medicine is safe for pregnant dogs, as not all of them
are. Check with your vet prior to administering.

Medications
All medications should be cleared with your vet before giving them to your pregnant dog. See our
section on supplements and vitamins before deciding to give these to your pregnant dog. Some
medicines, vitamins and supplements can have devastating effects on the unborn pups and the
health of the mother.
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The Final Countdown
Getting Ready for the Birth
I have created a couple of checklists one called Whelping Checklist, one for recording Litter
Weight Record, Litter Birth Record and Puppy Record Sheet. The whelping checklist is a lit of
what to have ready for birth, the litter is a form to record information and the last one is keep
all details of the individual pups.
Copy and paste this Whelping Checklist into a word document and print out, check off the items
as you gather them and keep them in a safe spot or print off this checklist.
Other paper documents worth printing off now and attaching to a clipboard folder are:
Litter Weight Record - this is a chart to write down the weight of each individual puppy for
each day so you can watch their progress. This is especially good as you will know if one
particular pup isn't gaining much weight and you can then act on it before it becomes a bigger
problem.
Litter Birth Record - this is a chart that tells you the time puppy was born-gender of puppy
born-colour of pup-markings of each puppy born as well as weight and time between births and a
record of placentas passed.
Puppy data sheets- this sheet tells you-birth information of each puppy-markings of each
puppy-development of each puppy-vaccination dates given to each puppy-worming dates of each
puppy as well as dates and records of each vet visit with puppies.
These forms will allow you to keep track of the time of birth, the sex of each pup, the colour,
weight, length, identifying marks and more.
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What should I do to prepare for whelping?
Whelping box
If you don't want your dog having her babies in your wardrobe, or bed, then you need to prepare
her whelping box in advance. If you don't give her a birthing nest with time to spare, she will
definitely select her own birthing suite.
About 2 weeks before the big day is due, you should start to prepare what is known as a whelping box for your dog. This is the box that the mother will nest in, give birth (whelp) in, and live
with the pups after the birth for about 4-6 weeks.
Since this is going to be home for mum and her pups for up to 6 weeks it is a great idea to ensure
they are not going to need renovations before their time is up. The box needs to be relatively
deep enough to keep the puppies in but still allowing the mother to get out.
An ideal whelping box will be about 1 1/2 times as long as your dog; don't forget to include her
tail. The width should be about the same length as your dog, plus tail.
The box will need to have newspapers spread on the bottom for the birth. Sheets and towels can
also be used, but won't be good for anything after the birth, so make sure you only use your old
ones.
As a thought, try using incontinence bed pads instead of newspaper to line the whelping box.
These underpads are very convenient because they soak up a lot more fluid than newspapers and
they have a plastic bottom, making clean ups between pups much quicker and easier. They are
not expensive and usually come in bags of 20.
Each puppy should have its own clean towel after the birth so maybe a trip to the closest discount shop would be worthwhile for a batch of very cheap towels (or possibly old nappies).
The whelping box should be set up in a place your dog feels safe in, and is familiar with. Out of
the way of household traffic, in a quiet position, and away from draughts are best.
The room that the box is in, and the box, will need to be able to be kept at consistent temperatures. For the first few days after the birth, the temperature will have to be about 30 degrees
Celsius, or 85-90 degrees F. By day 10 the temperature can be dropped to 27 degrees C, or 80 F
after about 4 weeks, the temperature can be dropped to about 22 degrees Celsius, or 70 F.
There are many disposable cardboard whelping boxes available; these can be a smart and simple
idea for the family who isn't planning on breeding regularly. Various sizes are available depending upon the breed of your dog.
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With any type of whelping box, you will need to ensure that the base is covered with plenty of
newspaper for the actual birth. Once the delivery is over, then you will dispose of the soiled paper and place down more comfortable bedding for your dog and her puppies.
It is a good idea to ensure that the whelping box has some kind of cover or lid. If this is not the
case, draping a sheet or towel over the top will help to eliminate too much light. Too much light
can make new mother dogs extremely anxious and unhappy with their nest.
Our nesting box was a big TV box that we cut the top off and laid it sideways. We placed it in
the garage so that mum could go through the side door to the toilet and so that we could close
all the internal doors. We noticed that she would try to get under my daughter's bed and as this
isn’t the desired result we would take her into the box and sit and play with her there for awhile
and put food and water next to it as well.

The nice thing about cardboard boxes is that you can throw it away once the whelping of puppies
is complete. This was ideal for after the birth as well, as the pups could move around and we
were able to place a child’s play pen around so it worked really well.

The Car
Have your car ready in case you have to make a quick trip to the vet's clinic. Ideally, you'll have
someone to drive while you sit with the bitch. Take some towels with you because it is very common for the bitch to start delivering with the motion of the car. You should protect your car's
carpeting or upholstery with a sheet or blanket that can be washed.
Make sure the car is gassed up and ready to go. If you need to make the trip, you don't want to
have to delay for things like that.
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Any Time Now
When your dog starts to display any of the following, you know that the puppies are going to be
born imminently.
At this point your dog should not be left unsupervised. Someone will need to stay with the dog to
make sure that the birth process runs smoothly and that there are no complications. Yes, even
dogs sometimes need medical supervision and emergency C-sections.


Frequent toilet trips. In the first stage of labor some dogs will take numerous bathroom
breaks.



Nesting. Your dog will start nesting in earnest. Scratching at the newspaper, pacing in
circles, and generally looking as if she is deciding where to have her puppies (That is what
she is in fact doing.) Your dog will appear to be very restless and unsettled.



Licking. Your dog will start to lick herself constantly.



Irritable. Your dog may be feeling nervous and is acting a little tetchy. This is normal.
Give her a bit of space, but keep your eye on her.



Shivering, along with panting. She may look like she is shivering, but this may well be
contractions. She will be panting a lot.





Has lost appetite, may even be vomiting. It is normal for many dogs to refuse food
altogether in the 24 hours before giving birth.
Vaginal discharge. This is the very last sign that the puppies are on their way. This
discharge will go from clear, to pale green, to dark green. When the discharge turns dark
green, the puppies are imminent, as the placenta has now detached. If no puppies have
arrived within 60 minutes of the discharge turning dark green, you will need to call the
vet.

The above signs all indicate the first stage of labor which can last anywhere from 6 to 12 hours.
It is important to not leave your dog unattended once this happens.
Contractions. If you can see that your dog is visibly having contractions, tensing and then
relaxing, she is giving birth.
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Whelping, or The Birth

Stages of Labor
Stage 1

Her temperature will drop to 98.4 degrees or below, from around 100 – 103. Below 98.4 and she
should have her babies within 24 hours.
Her eyes will dilate and she will stare at you and want you near as she is extremely restless and
nervous. I just knew that Daisy was going to have her pups and took 2 days off work just in
case. She refused to eat, tried to hide under my daughter’s bed and couldn’t seem to get
comfortable. She hung around me all day. I noticed she also had a mucus discharge. This lasted
for around 6 hours, I used this time to take her for a walk, not far, just around the house a few
times.

Stage 2

In this stage the contractions and expulsion of the puppies begin.
Daisy began to pant and shiver and walk outside then come back in. She began to lick her vulva
excessively and kept looking at me like wanting to know what was going on. I kept taking her to
the whelping box and sat with her and talked to her.
I noticed a small greenish sac of fluid protruding from the vulva. Around lunchtime she began to
shake even more, you could see her contracting, she began to whelp and push, her water broke
and she was staring me out the whole time.
After about an hour she gave birth to the first puppy and its attached placenta. The normal
presentation is nose first, stomach down. About one- third of all puppies are born hindquarters
first which was the case for her last pup. This is still considered normal in the dog.
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After delivery mum breaks the sac, cleans off the pup, eats the placenta and severs the
umbilical cord. This is covered more in detail below.

Stage 3
This is the resting stage following each delivery. Mild contractions and the delivery of the
afterbirth occur in this phase. There was only a short time approx 30 minutes to one hour
between the first 3 deliveries. Some mothers like Daisy, may deliver two pups close together
and then have a prolonged resting period.

The Birth

What to expect in a normal delivery.
Once the vaginal discharge has turned dark green, you should be expecting to see a puppy within
the hour. If you don't, call the vet.
You will notice that your dog's tail will lift with each push. Some dogs deliver lying down, while
others squat or stand. If everything appears normal, LEAVE THE MOTHER DOG ALONE. Noise and
movements can often distract the dog so that she does not concentrate on delivering and/or
nursing the pups.
Generally, puppies are delivered in what is known as an anterior position, with their front legs
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and head extended, and head delivering first. The puppies can also be born with their tail and
hind legs appearing first, this is known as posterior presentation, and up to half your pups may
present this way.
Each puppy should be born after a few contractions, and once you can see the puppy it should be
fully out of the birth canal within 10 minutes.

What is a normal birth position?
A breech presentation where the rump and tail present first is considered abnormal, but does
occur. In this situation you have to clearly monitor the delivery. If you can see the puppy’s rump
and the mother is pushing continuously with no visible progress, you need to call the vet straight
away.
Each puppy will be born enveloped in a sac, known as the afterbirth, which is actually part of
the placenta.
Once the puppy is out, the mother will lick the pup's face and all over. She may appear to be
rough. She will use her tongue to break open the sac to expose the pup's nose and mouth so it
can begin to breathe. Do not stress, this is to encourage the puppy to cry and breathe and for
the circulation to be stimulated. This tossing around will also help the pup's coat to dry off. We
encouraged Daisy to do this.
At this point the mother will chew through the umbilical cord to sever it. This should be about 2
to 2.5 cm, or 1 inch from the body.
After this she will eat the afterbirth, or placenta.
Any afterbirths or placentas that are not passed out of the birth canal will break down and
should be passed within the next day or two.
Delivery times can vary immensely depending upon the breed of the dog. Dogs with slimmer
heads, such as Dobermans, or Collies, may deliver their full litter within 1 or 2 hours. Pekingese,
English Bulldogs, and other breeds with larger heads are in for a tougher and longer delivery.
These dogs may have up to an hour's rest between each pup being born.
If your dog should start delivering pups and then have a break of 2 hours or more without straining again, and you are certain there are more pups to be delivered, you will need to call the vet
ASAP.
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When will my dog need my help?
When your Dog needs your help.
Many first time mothers can be a bit bewildered by the birthing process. Daisy was. There are a
few scenarios where you may have to pick up the slack, or the pup may well perish.
You may also have to assist your dog if the puppies are arriving faster than she is managing the
clean up. Read on. If your dog does not remove or tear open the sac that the puppy is enclosed
in, you will have to do it for her. If the sac is not opened within a few minutes your puppy will
die from suffocation.
Wipe over the puppy's face with damp gauze or washer. The puppy should start to breathe. You
will then need to rub the puppy all over vigorously, but gently, against the grain of the coat,
with a clean and soft towel to allow the circulation to start and the pup's coat to dry.
If the puppy does not start to breathe on its own you will need to open its mouth with your fingers and gently blow down the throat.
You will need to tie off the umbilical cord about 1 inch from the pup's body, and then tie another
knot further away from the body. These knots should be tied with dental floss or sewing thread.
Then cut the cord about 1.3 cm, or half an inch, from the body, between the 2 knots, using
clean scissors.
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If you can see a fluid filled sac or a puppy only partially in the birth canal. Use a damp cloth or
gauze to tear open the sac around the pup's face or feet. Firmly grab the head or feet and wait
for a contraction. As your dog bears down you should use reasonable guidance in a downward
motion. (As in the direction and angle the puppy should come out.)
If the puppy does not budge when you have used a reasonable amount of help, or if the mother
yelps intensely, you have to assume that the puppy is stuck. You will need to call the vet ASAP.
It is possible for puppies to end up with fluid in their lungs. This is known as aspiration. This will
be obvious as the puppy will make raspy or rattly noises when they are breathing. To remedy this
you should place the puppy in the palm of your hand.
Use your first 2 fingers to cradle the pup's face. Use this hand to hold the head firmly, and use
your other hand to firmly hold the body. While holding the puppy firmly, swing your hands in a
downwards motion which will make the puppy gasp.
The downwards motion will also help to drain the fluid and mucus out of the pup's lungs and
airways. You can repeat this several times until the pup's breathing becomes clear. How do you
know when you have been successful?
The puppy's tongue will be pink or red if it is getting enough oxygen. A blue tongue means not
enough oxygen and you should continue with the swinging motion to clear the pup's airway as it
is still blocked.
It can also be helpful to have a smaller warm box on hand to keep the puppies warm while the
mother finishes delivery. This can be extremely helpful if the litter is large, or you have a breed
of dog with a large head.
Both these scenarios can mean the mother is going to be in labor for a long time. The puppies
need to be kept warm. A hot water bottle covered in a towel, or a heating pad set on low and
also covered with a towel are ideal. Heating lamps should be used with caution so as to not
overheat the puppies. The puppies need to have enough space to move away from the heat
source if they become too warm. The ideal temperature is 30 degrees Celsius OR 85-90 F.
Your dog may need to make a toilet visit between birthing. This is more common when the
birthing process takes some time. She may go outside or wherever so be sure to follow her in
case puppies are delivered while in transit, or while she is in the yard.
If mum is pushing, grunting and crying out in pain and it has lasted for over an hour with no sign
a pup, you need to ask yourself? How do you feel? Is it safe to keep going or do you need to get
her to a vet? Go with your gut feeling it will guide you.
Also make a note of how your dog is. If she is napping between contractions, she is probably
safe, however if she if exhausted from constant pushing and straining then you maybe in trouble.
Call you vet and seek help.
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What to do when puppies are born?
As Puppies are born
As the puppies are being born, write down all the information on your Litter Birth Record Sheet.
Keep note of the time when each puppy is born. Did she retain or deliver the placenta? You
need to know this should she need an antibiotic after the delivery. Make a note of markings and
weight.
After each puppy is born, dry off with a hand towel and carefully examine to make sure there
are no obvious birth defects.
Check inside its mouth to see if its palate is complete and check if it has an anal opening, these
are the two most common and obvious birth defects.
Check the umbilical cord and if necessary trim with dull scissors or shred with your fingers.
There will be less blood from the cord if you can crush the cord with your fingers as to cutting.
We didn’t need to do this for any of our pups as Daisy chewed each cord off.
If the stump is bleeding, tie the cord off near the end with dental floss. Once you have done this
then dip the cord in iodine. This will help it to dry out and also assist in keeping infections from
entering the open blood vessels.
Trimming the cord and coating it in iodine will help stop your dog from worrying.
Weigh the puppy after it is nice and dry and make a note of the birth weight. Look for any
markings and record these. We had 4 white puppies so we had to really search in order to
distinguish who was who.
Make sure you identify the puppies immediately as it can become confusing later on. To identify
them you can use different colour ribbon. I used food dye, another suggestion is different colour
nail polish or a permanent marking pen.
The first milk they receive is very important in providing them with immunity to many common
diseases, so make sure you put pup back onto mum for a feed.
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Keeping the Puppies Warm
Keep a room thermometer on the floor of the whelping pool and keep the area at around 75-80
degrees. Remember that warm air rises, so it is important to have the thermometer as close to
the floor of the whelping box as possible.
There are many different methods of heating the whelping area. It is best to warm the whelping
environment, rather than just the whelping box, or you may expose the puppies to drafts. A regular light bulb in a reflector is an excellent source of heat. You can place it close to the box and
move it further away when the desired temperature is reached. You can use a high watt bulb
and gradually change to a lower-watt bulb as the puppies get older. A normal light bulb does not
tend to dry the environment out as rapidly as a heat lamp or heating pad.
Watch your bitch and puppies to make sure the area temperature is comfortable for them. If you
warm the area too much, the bitch will become hot and she may move away from her puppies.
Puppies laying around in a loose pile are comfortable. Cold puppies will pile together and become restless. Puppies sprawled out away from each other with open mouths are too warm.
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When to Call the Vet
During Labor
If any of the following should happen while your dog is delivering the pups, or attempting to, you
need to call your vet:
 Your dog is obviously in extreme pain.
 Your dog's temperature dropped more than 24 hours ago, and there is no sign of labor.
 Your dog's temperature goes up over 39.4 degrees Celsius, 103 Fahrenheit.
 Intense labor of more than 20 minutes produces no puppy.
 Intense labor for more than 10 minutes when you can see a puppy or fluid filled sac in the
canal.
 Green discharge is present but no pups are delivered.
 Your mama dog becomes extremely lethargic or suddenly depressed.
 More than 10 minutes of fresh blood coming out of her birth canal.
 If your dog shows no interest at all in any of her puppies you need to call the vet ASAP.

After the Birth
If your dog should start to display any of the following in the days and weeks after the birth, you
will need to call your vet.
 Stiff painful gait, restlessness, nervousness, or twitching. This can be indicative of a
medical emergency known as eclampsia. You need to get to your vet now. More on this
potentially fatal condition further on.


Your dog's nipples become obviously sore, red, or swollen. This is a sure sign of
mastitis.
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 Lack of interest in the puppies.
 Fever, lethargy, loss of appetite, accompanied with a vaginal discharge.
 Diarrhoea can be expected for the first few days after your mother dog has eaten the
afterbirths. However, you should still mention it to the vet, especially if it lasts more
then 3 days.


Vaginal discharge that lasts longer than 7 days.

What happens if one or more puppies are
premature?
Premature delivery
Once in a while, a litter of pups may be delivered a few days early. Premature puppies will have
little or no hair, and be very thin and small, compared to how they should have been born.
Premature puppies can survive, but require huge amounts of time and attention.

Problems of premature puppies.
Feeding

Many premature pups are so weak that they are unable to swallow. While some pups are capable
of suckling from a nipple, they may not have enough strength to hold themselves against the
mother. In this instance, you will have to gently hold them on.
Puppies who are incapable of feeding will require feeding via a stomach (gastric) tube, bottle, or
small syringe. You will need your vet's help in this situation.

Warmth
Many premature puppies are unable to maintain their body temperature, are subject to chilling
and need to be kept warm. The mother can be perfect for providing the correct warmth, but she
may not want to stay as close to the puppies as is necessary.
Hot water bottles, heat lamps, and heating pads can all be used as substitutes. The ideal
temperature is 30 degrees Celsius, or 80 F. It is just as damaging for the puppies to be over hot
as cold. It is vital to monitor the temperature when you are heating the box.
The puppies need to have enough room in the whelping box to move away from the heating
source if they feel too hot.
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You will also need to ensure that the heat is not too dry. In an ideal environment the mother
would be providing moist heat by licking, cleaning, and suckling. Heat lamps can be very drying.
To counteract this leave cotton wool or a towel that has been dampened in the whelping box.
This will help provide the moist heat that the puppies need.

Is it likely that one or more puppies will
be still born?
Still births.
Puppies can be born still born. Sometimes this can be as many as 1 or 2 in a large litter. Many
times the dead puppy will be delivered normally and will not upset the rest of the birthing
process. However, sometimes the stillborn pup will disrupt the proceedings.
If your dog's labor comes to a standstill after a still born pup, for more than 1 hour and you know
there are other pups waiting to be born, you will need to call the vet.
There are many reasons for a puppy to be stillborn. Depending on the circumstances, your vet
may or may not want to perform tests on the pup. These tests can be costly, so you may want to
discuss that before the tests are done.

Should I take mum and the pups to the vet?
At the end of a whelping you may wish to take your bitch and her puppies to the vet. There is
some risk involved with taking them out so young, so guard them as best you can. Put the
puppies in their puppy box with the heating pad in the bottom and cover the top with a towel.
Plug the pad into the nearest socket as soon as you get to the vet clinic and make sure the
puppies stay warm.
If curious people want to look at them, uncover them briefly for a peek and never let them be
touched by anyone other than the vet. It can be extremely helpful to have your vet examine
both the bitch and her puppies as soon as possible after whelping. Discuss the whelping, and any
complications or any concerns you might have.
When the trip to the vet is over, bring the bitch and puppies home and settle them all into their
nest. The most common loss of puppies in the first week is due to chilling.
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Vet Check
The new mother and all of her puppies will need to see the vet within 24 hours of being born.
The mother needs to be checked to ensure that all the puppies were delivered and that there is
no signs of infection. Any signs of infection will be treated with antibiotics.
The mother may also get an injection to stimulate the production of her milk. The puppies will
be given the once over to ensure that all is well.
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After Birth Care

Caring for Mum
Once the birthing process is finished, the soiled newspapers, towels, etc, should be removed.
Clean mama dog as well as you can, and as well as she will let you. She may not want you fussing
over her at this stage. We washed Daisy's rump with a cloth and warm water.
Your mama dog should be offered fresh food and water, as Daisy was feeding her pups we feed
her.
If she needs help, you will need to take her outside for a bathroom break.
Once the soiled bedding has been removed it is time to lay down soft clean towels, blankets,
sheets, bedding for the mother and her pups. This should all be clean and soft.
Once the mother and pups have been tended to and cleaned, you can give them some alone time
to bond. At this stage your mother should be happily feeding her puppies. However, if your
mother dog seems totally disinterested in her pups, and is not caring for them, you will need to
call the vet straight away.
The mother dog can be expected to have a vaginal discharge for 3-7 days after the birth. A
discharge that lasts longer than this needs a vets consultation.
If your mother dog refuses to leave the whelping box for toilet visits you will have to put her on
a leash and take her. Use the few minutes she is in the garden to quickly clean the box and
change any soiled paper.
While she is on her enforced bathroom break you can quickly check that there are no smelly or
pussy discharges from the birth canal. You should also quickly check her nipples while the
puppies are unattached. The nipples should not be red, hot, hard, or infected looking. Any of
these symptoms need a call to the vet.
It is a great idea to monitor the mother dog's temperature for up to 4 weeks after the birth to
ensure that she as no infections, or is starting to get eclampsia.
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After Birth Complications
Complications for Mum
Eclampsia.
Eclampsia, is also known as "milk fever" and should not be confused with mastitis. Eclampsia can
kill your dog within 30-60 minutes and is considered a serious medical emergency.
Eclampsia generally strikes when the puppies are between 3 and 5 weeks old, when milk
production is at its highest. Eclampsia is caused by the loss of calcium releasing hormone levels
in the mother's blood.
Over-supplementing your pregnant dog with calcium has been proven to cause a predisposition to
eclampsia and is not recommended.
Signs of eclampsia include:
* restlessness and nervousness
* loss of interest in her pups
* heavy panting
* muscle spasms
* moving stiffly
* rigid legs
* inability to stand up
* fever and then moves on quite quickly to convulsions (fitting).
If you suspect your dog has eclampsia you will need to remove the pups from the mother's teats,
and contact the vet urgently. Your dog will receive drugs intravenously from the vet.
Eclampsia can be treated, but must be done so quickly. Your dog can deteriorate very rapidly.
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Metritis (Inflammation of the Uterus).
Uterine infections are more prevalent with dogs who have had to have assistance with their
deliveries. Other causes can include placentas that are retained, and injuries. If you suspect that
your dog has a uterine infection she will need to see the vet.
Symptoms include:
* offensive smelling discharge from birth canal.
* fever.
* reduced appetite
* lethargy.
* reduction in production of milk.
* decreased interest in the puppies.

Mastitis
Mastitis is an infection of the mammary glands of your dog. If you suspect your dog has mastitis
you will need to see the vet. Symptoms include:
* hard, red, and sore looking nipples or teats.
* mother dog may not be keen on feeding the pups.

No maternal interest or absent mother
Some mother dogs lose interest in their pups or have none to start with. This requires an urgent
consultation with the vet, as there may be underlying medical problems.
If you dog is extremely close to your family and household, she may just be missing you all. Try
moving her whelping box closer to the rest of the family as that may do the trick.
If your mother insists on wandering out of her box for extended periods of time you are going to
have to be vigilant about the temperature of the box. See the section on keeping your puppies
warm for further information.

Insufficient Milk Production
If the puppies are not gaining weight, or are crying a lot, there is a good chance that your
mother dog is not producing enough milk. A well fed puppy will be content, gaining weight,
sleeping a lot, and have a visibly plump tummy. If you suspect that your mother's milk supply has
reduced or stopped you will need to consult your vet immediately. It can only take 1-2 days for
an entire litter of puppies to die from a lack of milk.
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Supplemented feeding using formula is the solution. Always make the formula up according to
the directions of the manufacturer.
If the puppies are younger than 14 days, they will need to be fed every 3- 4 hours. Puppies in the
2-4 week age bracket will need feedings every 6-8 hours.
The milk formula can be given via a syringe, dropper (if tiny puppies), or from bottles. The
formula will need to made up each and every day to prevent bacterial contamination.
If feeding puppies with a bottle, you will need to ensure that the hole in the teat is big enough
so that the puppies are not just sucking down air. The other common problem is that the hole
may be too big, they feed too fast, and end up choking on formula which gets in their lungs and
results in pneumonia.
If your pups are motherless or have been abandoned, you will also need to wipe over their
bottoms when you have finished feeding them with a damp tissue. This mimics the licking that
the mother does to the puppies for the first 3 weeks to educate them about toileting. You only
need to do this for 3 weeks.
One important point to note is that the formula cannot be too hot, the ideal temperature is 38
degrees Celsius. Much like a baby's bottle it is a great idea to test the heat of the formula on the
inside of your wrist. It should roughly be the same temperature as your skin. If you can feel the
heat, it is too hot.

Anxious Mother
First time mothers in particular may become overly anxious or protective of their puppies. Signs
that indicate your mother dog may be stressing include:
* hiding the puppies, even from you.
* moving the puppies from place to place incessantly.
* generally unsettled.
These problems need to be addressed for several reasons. Firstly, stressed mothers sometimes
end up producing less milk. Secondly, the puppies may end up somewhere drafty or cold,
endangering their health. Lastly, and most seriously, if the mother dog becomes overly stressed
she may resort to killing her litter as a way of protecting them.
Several ways to alleviate these problems include covering the whelping box with a lid or blanket.
The less light, the less anxious your dog will be. An enclosed or confined whelping box may also
settle the mother. A more quiet environment where the mother feels safer.
However, if these measures fail you should definitely seek your vets help, sooner rather than
later.
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After The Birth
What do I do to care for the newborn
puppies?

Caring for the Puppies
First few days
New born puppies can't regulate their own body temperature, so you need to keep them nice and
warm. A whole litter of new born puppies stay warmer more easily as they tend to sleep
together in a puppy pile, benefiting from each others body heat. A single pup needs more help.
A heat pad/hot water bottle well-wrapped in towels, or a 25 watt lightbulb in a desk lamp, are
quite effective. However, be sure to keep the heated pad/bottle or heatlamp at one end of the
box only. That way the puppies can crawl away from the heat if they get too warm.
Being unable to regulate their own temperatures, means that they can easily get too hot as well
as too cold, and both conditions can be dangerous to their health. If necessary, you can take the
puppies temperatures rectally. A brand new pup should have a temp of between 94F and 98F. It
will rise slowly over the next few weeks, reaching approx 97F - 100F by the second week, and
levelling out at between 100F and 102F by the time the puppy is one month old.
With first time mothers it can be especially important to check in on the puppies every few
hours. Feel every puppy and make sure that they are all warm. They should all be feeding. Any
puppies who are not feeding, or are crying, or who feel colder than their siblings need to be
relocated to the nipples between the hind legs.
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These nipples produce more milk and the position will be warmer for the pup. Check in on the
pup regularly to ensure that it warms up, is feeding, and more importantly isn't being shoved out
by the rest of the litter.
The mother should be checked regularly to ensure that she is still producing milk. Content
puppies are warm and well fed. Cold and hungry puppies are miserable and will be crying.
Your puppies should all be weighed at birth. You will need to be able to identify each puppy so
numbering them with a permanent marker, or colouring them all with a different colour, on the
tummy, are two identification methods that work well. You can also number them inside their
ears. You will need to keep records of each individual pup and their weights.
The puppies will be born with their eyes closed. They will be helpless and deaf.
The only skills the puppies are born with is the ability to suckle and sleep.

What are the signs that the puppies are not
doing well and what should I do?

Puppies should feed and sleep 90% of the time during the first two weeks. Any “mewing” type
noises may indicate lack of nourishment or an infection, i.e. they are not thriving. If in doubt
consult your veterinary surgeon.
Another good indication of thriving is weight increase. Any available postal scales will usually
suffice for this purpose. Puppies may be identified with pen on the abdomen and careful weight
records kept.
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When the milk supply is inadequate, supplemental feeding one to three times per day is
recommended and should be performed on any litter with more than 5 or 6 puppies. There are
several very good commercial formula available. The directions on the container should be
carefully followed before feeding particularly with regard to temperature.
One method of testing the temperature of the feed is to drop some of the warm formula on to
your forearm. It should be about the same temperature. The commercial products have
directions concerning feeding amounts.
If the puppies are still nursing from their mother, the amounts recommended will be excessive.
Generally, 1/3 to 1/2 of the listed amount should be the daily goal. Supplemental feeding may
be continued until the puppies are old enough to eat puppy food.
If the mother does not produce milk or her milk becomes infected, the puppies will also cry. If
this occurs, the entire litter could die within 24 to 48 hours. Total replacement feeding, using
the mentioned products, or finding a foster mother is usually necessary.
The owner of the stud dog, if a breeder, your local veterinary surgeon, or other breeders may be
able to help with this. If replacement feeding is chosen, the amounts of listed on the product
container should be fed.
Puppies less than 2 weeks of age should be fed every 3-4 hours. Puppies 2-4 weeks of age do well
with feedings every 6-8 hours. Weaning in these circumstances, should begin as early as possible
and certainly no later than about 3 weeks of age.
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Keeping the Puppies Warm
The temperature of the whelping box is going to be critical for at least the first 2 weeks, as in
this time frame the puppies are incapable of keeping their body temperature on their own.
First 4 Days.
For the first 4 days the temperature of the whelping box needs to be kept at 30 to 32 degrees
Celsius, or 85-90 degrees Fahrenheit.
Days 7-10.
The temperature can slowly be brought down to about 27 degrees Celsius, or 80 degrees
Fahrenheit by the 7-10 day interval.
Week 4.
By the end of the of week 4 the temperature can be brought down to 22 degrees Celsius, or 72
degrees Fahrenheit.
Please note.
The larger the litter, the more heat will be given off by the puppies themselves en masse,
meaning the temperature you have to provide will not be so high. If you are unsure, check with
your vet.
You do not need to set the climate control for that specific room or part of the house where the
whelping box is. It is just the temperature around and in the box that is important.
If you are using a heat lamp it is terribly important that the box is large enough for any hot
puppies to move. Over heating is just as dangerous as under heating.
Warm puppies will be content, sleeping, and gaining weight.
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Weighing the puppies
Use the Litter Record Sheet
This is a must. Your puppies should be weighed daily.
Each puppy needs to be able to easily identified. Use permanent markers or food colouring. You
will need to keep records of who is who and who weighs what.
The puppies should double their birth weight in approximately 7 days.
Use the same set of scales each weigh in for better accuracy and consistency.
Any puppy who demonstrates weight loss needs to see the vet.
When checking weights twice a day also check these other things:
 Make sure that the puppy is not dehydrated. Lift the skin over the shoulders and if it does
not quickly fall back into place the puppy is dehydrated. Begin supplementing with the
glucose solution. If they puppy does not respond within a few hours take it to the vet.
 Check the temperature of the puppies. If a puppy feels cool to the touch, insert a finger
into its mouth. If it is also cool there, then warm the puppy gradually (place in a towel in
your shirt, or place on a heating pad on LOW) and start supplementing with glucose
solution. When a puppy is chilled it cannot digest food, so do NOT supplement with milk
replacer.
 Put iodine on the cord stump until it falls off and then onto the abdominal site for a day
afterwards. If the cord does not dry up properly, or if it looks red or inflamed around the
abdominal site, take the puppy to the vet.


Check the pup's anus to make sure it is not red and inflamed. If it is the pup may have
diarrhea - watch to make sure. Some pups get diarrhea just because they are overeating.
A few drops of Milk of Magnesia on their tongues twice a day may be all that it takes to
clear this up. If the Mild of Magnesia does not help, then go to the vet.
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Feeding the Puppies
First 3 weeks.
For the first 3 weeks the puppies will be totally fed by their mother's milk. The first 1-3 days
after birth are crucial for passing on the mother's antibodies in the first milk produced, known as
colostrum.
Watch the pups nurse and compete for the nipples. If a puppy appears sluggish or continues to
get knocked off a nipple you may want to supplement to help it build up its strength. You can do
this by tube feeding lactated ringer's solution or glucose solution (5% can be purchased at a
grocery store in the baby section) every hour until the puppy does better. Glucose solutions can
be absorbed by the stomach and do not need to be digested, therefore they provide a quick
source of energy for the puppy which requires very little energy expenditure to digest.
Do not feed a chilled puppy milk replacer as it will not be digested.--.it will just sit in the pup's
stomach and ferment. If a puppy does not respond to supplementation and does not thrive, have
it checked out by a vet - there may be a problem you can't see.

Weeks 4 and 5.
After the first 3 weeks puppies are ready for additional feeding with vet approved puppy gruel.
Between 3.5 and 4.5 weeks of age, the puppies should be experiencing some sort of solid food.
Once their eyes are open, use the milk replacer in a flat saucer. Initially, you may have to dip
your fingers and run it around the puppy’s noses and faces or dip their nose into the formula.
You may want to repeat this 2 to 3 times per days until they begin to lap. After a few days they
should be able lap themselves. After they can lap formula you can move on to canned puppy
food or raw meat. Repeat the process with rubbing the food around their mouths.
Another option is to place the meat or canned food in their formula.
High quality puppy food can slowly be introduced. Some vets recommend mixing the puppy food
at first with puppy formula. Foods need to be softened with water or formula. Gradually the
food can become less watery. At this stage, most of the puppies nutritional requirements are
still being met by the mother's milk.
At about 4-5 weeks, the puppies milk teeth will start coming in. The mother will start to slowly
wean the puppies at this point. By 4-6 weeks the puppies should be able to manage solid foods
without it being watered down.
You may notice that mother dog is starting to regurgitate her meals to feed it to the pups.
It is important when feeding the puppies to watch over this activity. Bigger puppies may well
push the smaller ones out of the way. It is important that all the puppies are getting a chance to
feed.
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Weeks 6-8.
The puppies will be fully weaned from their mothers during this stage. High quality puppy food
should be fed 4 times daily at this stage.
It is vital that your puppies be fed puppy food as opposed to adult dog food. Puppy food is much
more calorie dense, meaning that the pups receive more calories and nutrition per mouthful
than what is contained in adult dog food. Puppy dog food should also have the extra vitamins and
minerals, as well as fat that rapidly growing puppies need.
Puppies should stay on puppy food for the first 12 - 18 months of their lives.
If you are unsure as to what to feed the puppies you will be able to get guidance from your vet.

What should I expect during the puppies’
first few weeks of life?

First and Second week
During the first and second week the puppies will be spending most of their time sleeping (10%)
and feeding (up to 90%). The puppies may not be able to see or hear, but they can certainly
smell and crawl their way to the mother's dog teats and nurse.
They need constant care from their mum. The pups may lose 10% of their weight after birth, but
should be double the birth weight by the end of week one. They have instinctive reflexes such
as able to crawl, seek warmth and nurse.
Any crying noises should be taken seriously. This may indicate not enough milk, not enough heat,
or other medical problems.
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Begin to hold the pups; initially you may want to hold with a towel underneath as stimulation
can cause the pup to urinate. Let your children touch and hold carefully applying light stress.
By the time the puppies are 2 weeks old they should all be trying to stand up (very cute). They
should also be alert.
Puppy’s ears should open around days 13-17 and puppy’s eye should open around days 13 to 17.
If they have not opened by day 18 you will need to see the vet straight away. Keep track on
your chart their daily weight and any other useful information.
The whelping box will have to be kept clean by you. For the first fortnight, the mother will keep
he puppies reasonable clean, but their bedding will have to be changed at a minimum of twice
daily.

Third week
 The fun and games are now starting as your puppies try to escape their whelping box.
 Between the second and third week you should be able to notice that your puppies can
now hear as their ear canals have become patent (clear).
 You will notice that the pups can now respond to both light and sounds.
 By the end of the third week the puppies should be wagging their tails.
 The pups will develop a sense of smell.
 Milk teeth begin to appear.
 Puppies are able to start lapping at liquids.
 Puppies stand and begin to walk.
 Puppies are now toileting without stimulation.
 Puppies will begin to discriminate with regards to favoured toilet locations.
 Puppies are now playing with the rest of the litter.
 Puppies now display awareness of their surrounding environment.

Caring for the puppies
 Weigh the puppies every 2 days now.
 Begin adding toys to stimulate the puppies.
 Give the puppies milk replacer to lap at for one meal daily, start adding very mushy foods
after 2 days.
 Begin grooming sessions weekly (inspect teeth, trim nails, brush coat, etc)
 Provide a dirty piece of laundry belonging to a family member for the pups to play with.
 Begin specific stresses when handling the pups for example: gently pinch an ear.
 The whelping box will have to be cleaned on a much more regular basis after week 3 as
the pups start to eliminate on their own.
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Fourth and fifth weeks.
At four weeks, the pups usually become very active and it this time may require a larger area
than the whelping box...you will need a large play pen or some way of confining them safely.
You do have a place to keep them that they are safe in and can't destroy? Puppies at this stage
can devastate a room or garage in hours. They should be able to stand, walk, run and play and
some will also be able to bark. Puppies are now interested in playing with each other and toys.
At week 5 you will probably want to introduce the pups to weaning food. Usually you will have to
mush up the dry puppy food for the pups to be able to eat it. Use warm water and let the food
stand in a bowl for about 2 hours.

 Puppy Development at Week 4








The puppies
The puppies
The puppies
The puppies
The puppies
The puppies
The puppies
ing process.

can now start to interact with the other family members at this stage.
begin to bark, bite, paw, growl, chase and bare their teeth.
can use their legs well.
may be very playful but they will tire easily.
begin to have depth of perception.
will be able to have toilet breaks away from their sleeping area.
are starting to get their milk teeth and mother dog will be starting the wean-

The puppies begin to eat food.

Caring for the Puppies
 Each puppy now needs individual attention.
 The puppies need their mother a lot. She will provide stability when they become overwhelmed.
 Food can now be offered at the consistency of cooked porridge or oatmeal. To achieve
this add warm water to puppy specific food and run through the blender.

Puppy Development at Week 5
 At this stage you will see rapid development and growth.
 Dominace order will begin.
 Sexual play and group activities will begin.

Caring for the Puppies
 Socialise the puppies by encouraging external visitors.
 Fluids in the puppy food can now be reduced.
 Introduce the pups to normal household noise by playing a radio at a regular voume level
for 5 minute intervals.
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 Weaning begins.
 Keep a vigilant eye out for fleas.

Care of the Mother
While weaning is underway it is important to keep a close eye on her mammary glands to ensure
she is not developing mastitis.
Her food levels need to be reduced to allow for less milk production.
Keep a close eye on the flea population of both mother and pups. It can take only 5 or 6 fleas on
a pup to have serious health consequences such as significant blood loss.

 Sixth and Seventh Weeks





The
The
The
The

puppies
puppies
puppies
puppies

are now starting to look a lot more like their adult prototype.
are capable of displaying emotions such as fear and happiness.
are fully weaned.
will be very playful and rough with each other at this stage.

 The individual puppies are now mature enough to be separated from the remaining litter
for short periods of time to interact with humans.
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Week 8
House training can now be started, as can very basic puppy obedience.
Your puppies can now remember where and when they are fed.
Some puppies are now ready to go to their new homes.
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Feeding the Lactating Mother
Feeding all those puppies is hungry work and requires an immense amount of calories to produce
all that milk. High quality puppy food, or lactation blends, are the best options for your nursing
dog. Your dog will require extra protein in the first days of nursing, due to the puppies rapid
growth.
At her lactation peak, your dog may require anywhere from double to four times her prepregnancy meal quantities.
Once your dog has given birth and is cleaned up you should offer her fresh food and water.
Within 24 hours of completing the birth process, your dog should have regained eating. If she
seems disinterested, try wetting the food with a little warm water to regain her interest.
It is vital that your dog does not lose her condition or too much weight while producing milk.
Both these conditions can easily occur if her calorie demands are not met.
A large litter combined with too little body weight at the time of whelping can easily have your
dog malnourished.
Your dog will need plenty of fresh water available at all times to help with the milk production.
Not enough water will result in reduced milk production.
A a rough guide your dog will need to be fed double or triple their pre-pregnancy diet
requirements.

At week 1 she will be needing 150% of her usual requirements.
At week 2 she will need 200% of her usual diet (so double the usual amount).
At weeks 3 and 4 (maximum dietary requirements) as lactation production is at its highest,
she will need 300% (or triple) her usual meal. As the pups are usually being introduced to solids
around this time, milk production will slow once the pups are receiving solid nutrition as well.
Your dog should be fed a lactating specific or high quality puppy food during this stage. She will
need food that is extremely calorie and energy dense. Your dog will need to be fed several times
daily to ensure her energy levels are kept up.
Once the pups are starting on solids (about 3 weeks) you will have to start feeding the mother
away from the puppies to ensure that she is receiving the food and that it is not being eaten by
the pups.
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Weaning
Weaning can be a very stressful time for your mother dog's body. It is important to get the
feeding right as she will be making far more milk than she needs, which leads to painful
congestion, engorgement, and often mastitis.
Two things occur at the weaning stage. Firstly the pups will begin to experience independence
from the mother and a move from milk to solid food.
At about 6 weeks, the pups will be weaned (as in no more milk will be drunk by the pups). On
this one day you may want to withhold the mother's food, but ensure that she has plenty of
water. The next day she can be fed 25% of her regular maintenance diet (ie: the diet she was on
before she was pregnant). Over the next few days slowly bring her food levels back up until she
is at 100% of her regular diet.
If she is still being fed a pregnancy or lactation food, you will need to reduce the amount as she
will not need all the extra calories. If you are planning on swapping her back to her usual food do
so over about 5 days, slowly mixing the foods until she is back on her old one.

Vaccinating the Puppies
Depending on the part of the world you reside in will depend on what your puppies need
vaccination against. For example, dogs in Australia do not need vaccinating against Rabies as
that disease does not exist there. Dogs living in various parts of the US may have to be
vaccinated against Lyme disease and various other local diseases.
You will need to check with your vet as to your local vaccination requirements.
Regardless of where you live, your puppies do need vaccinating. Generally all puppies worldwide
are vaccinated against: Parvovirus, Canine hepatitis, Distemper, and Kennel cough, at a
minimum.
During the first 1-3 days of milk production, the mother's antibodies from her vaccinations are
passed on to the pups in the colostrum. This is the reason why it is so important to have your
dog's booster shots done before she mated. Smaller amounts of maternal antibodies were also
passed on to the pups bloodstream via the placenta and pregnancy.
These antibodies that your pups have inherited via their mother will only last a few weeks.
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Generally, it is recommended that the puppies start their vaccinations at 6 weeks. However,
those puppies that missed out on those first few important days of the mother's milk will have to
have their vaccinations brought forward by 2-4 weeks, as their antibodies have been severely
compromised in not receiving the colostrum.
The puppies will only have received antibodies to the diseases that their mother has been
vaccinated for.
Vaccinations can take anywhere from 5 days to 14 days to activate the immune system. Many
vaccinations need boosters to ensure total immunization of the pups. It is important to take note
of your vet's instructions regarding when the puppies are safe to go out in public.
There are several factors involving timing of your puppy’s vaccinations, including when the
mother was last vaccinated, and whether the puppies are in a high risk group. You will need to
consult with your vet as to the most optimal times for your litter.

Worming the Puppies
Worms can be transmitted to puppies in various ways. Some of the most common are through
fleas, through the faeces of an infected dog, and through contact with the mother. Worms can
cause a variety of symptoms in puppies including poor condition, failure to gain weight, poor
coat, lethargy, distended tummy, and blood in the faeces. Loss of appetite, vomiting, diarrhea
and even death in severe infestations are all other health issues caused by worms.
Roundworm and hookworm can both be passed on from the pregnant mother to the unborn pups.
Puppies should normally be wormed every 2 weeks starting at 2 weeks of age. A regular worming
program would be 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 weeks. Between 3 and 6 months the pups can be
wormed monthly.
Consult your vet before worming the puppies.

Flea Control
Once your puppies have reached 6-8 weeks you can start using puppy approved products,
monthly. It is important to check with your vet before you administer these types of products.
Changing bedding frequently and combing the mother and the puppies with a flea comb can also
assist in keeping the flea population down.
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Heart worm
Heart worm is a potentially debilitating and fatal parasite carried by mosquitoes. As the name
would suggest this worm lodges itself around in the blood vessels and muscles of your dog's
heart. If you live in a part of the world affected by heart worm your pups will need to start on
heart worm prevention at 10-12 weeks on a monthly basis. Check with your vet. If your mother
dog is on heart worm medicine then the pups will need to be as well.

Understanding Mother Dog Behaviour
Once the pups have been born, most mother dogs will become totally absorbed with their litter.
Responding to a combination of primitive instincts and a powerful cocktail of hormones, will
ensure that the majority of mother dogs will nurture and care for their pups through their
various developmental stages.
If you think that your mother dog is not behaving in an appropriate manner, or is totally
disinterested in her pups, you will need to consult with your vet immediately. Some mother dogs
don't make great mothers for whatever reason, and sometimes human intervention is required
for the best possible outcome.
However, for most mama dogs the behaviour will fall into these general patterns, determined by
the ages of the pups.

Newborns to 10 Days.
As we have already said, the puppies are born defenseless, totally blind and deaf. At this stage
the mother dog will guard them jealously, reluctant to leave their nest.
After having eaten the afterbirths and amniotic sacs, the mother will then proceed to groom the
pups vigorously. Initially this is to stimulate the circulation, but after this the grooming is to
assist the pups in finding the way to her nipples. The grooming improves bonding, and stimulates
faster growth of the pup's nervous systems.
For the first 3 weeks the mother dog will be seen to be licking the pups bottoms on a regular
basis, particularly after feeding. This is so the pups learn to recognize toileting.
In these early stages the mother dog knows it is her duty to guard her litter, keep them warm,
and feed them.
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2 Weeks Onwards.
As the pups grow older and become more adventurous, the mother dog will walk a fine line
between showing them who is the boss and allowing them to be playful.
The mother dog will start off with totally dependent pups, and by the time they are ready for
new homes, she will have taught them canine manners, feeding, toileting, and grooming. The
pups will have been guided by her into independent creatures.
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Gower – Executive Officer – Member Liaison Pet Industry Association of Australia. "From the PIAA’s
perspective, as long as these pets are brought into loved homes of pet owners who are prepared to put
in both the financial and the time resources required to ensure a great pet/owner interaction, mixed
breeds, along with all pets are a positive enhancement to the dog community.

All breeding of dogs should be controlled in a way that only the best quality of pups is produced.
Genetic problems occur in both pedigree and mixed breeds, minimizing and removing these
should be the aim of all breeders, so future generation of the breeds are strong and robust. So
called ‘Backyard Breeding" and accidental breeding must be minimised through education and
where required registration, so that bitches do not produce more litters than what is healthy for
them or pets at home produce a litter for the ‘education’ of children.
So called "Designer Dogs" require the same amount of dedication from the pet owner as any
other pet does. Pet owners need to ensure regular visits to their Pet Care Professional to keep
their pet happy and healthy.
Like all pets which are for not for breeding, these pets should be desexed to ensure that they do
not become ‘accidentally’ pregnant or be the cause of an accidental pregnancy. Lastly, ensure that
any pet is purchased through a PIAA member to ensure you receive education, advise and
support before, during and after the purchase of your new best friend. Do not support unregulated
back yard breeders by purchasing pets advertised in classified adverts, the internet or at itinerant
market stalls."
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Appendix 1
Whelping Item Checklist
Description

Reason for why, how, etc.

Whelping box.

Suitable size to suit your bitch and number of pups together.

Heating pad/s.

Electric heating pad/s.

Hot water bottles.

As back up should you loose power or use in place of heating pads.

Electric heat lamp.

Optional for additional heat if you already own one.

Clock preferred or a
watch.

To note the birth times and time between births. If you have to call the vet he will
require this information.

Flashlight/Torch.

To take bitch outside – and in case puppies are born outside at night because the
bitch thought she had to defecate.

Incubator box.

Smaller box than Whelping box – lined with clean towels – keep warm with heat pad
or hot water bottles – place born puppies in only while mother is giving birth to
another pup.

Rubbish bin.

Keep a rubbish bin on hand during and after whelping.

Clean dry towels.

Old clean bath towels. Approx 4-6 depending on size of Whelping box.

Newspapers.

You will over the next 8 or so weeks need a lot of old newspapers. Start with a pile
12in./30cm high at least.

Bedding.

Soft thick bedding to be used after birthing process.

Electric fan.
Tweezers.

Sterilised - to help tie dental floss or sewing thread.

Un-waxed dental
floss/sewing thread.

To tie umbilical cord after birth if required to stem bleeding if bleeding continued after
cutting of the cord.

Thin ribbon, yarn,
food dye or marker.

A way to identify pups from each other where there natural colors or markings are
similar. Non toxic dyes/markers.

Surgical gloves.

In case you have to help deliver puppies.

Thermometer.

Sterilised - in case your vet requests you check the temperature of either a pup and
bitch at any time.

Iodine or ‘Betadine’

Antiseptic solution to clean around umbilical chord area.
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Cotton balls or Buds

To apply Iodine or ‘Betadine’ solution.

Sterilising solution.

To keep implements (scissors, tweezers, thermometer etc.) sterilised at all times.
Consult your Vet or alternatively you can sterilise in boiling water for 3-5 minutes.
After sterilising keep in a sealed plastic zip type bag until required.

Scissors.

Sterilised - use to cut the umbilical cord if required.

Copy of ‘Litter Birth
Record Sheet’, note
paper and pen.

A preliminary use copy of the ‘Litter Birth Record Sheet’ to write birthing details onto
in short note form. These can be transferred to/expanded upon in final copy later.
Additional note paper just in case it is required.

(a clipboard is
useful)
Weighing scales.

A set of scales to accurately weigh pups. A set of Kitchen scales can be used if
suitable and stable.

A friend.

Organise to have a friend available at short notice if possible to help you, especially in
case you need to drive to Vet Clinic urgently. Experienced can be helpful but not
essential.

A spare box, crate
or basket, lined.

Have this close on hand in case you need to drive to Vet Clinic urgently.

Urgent contact
numbers.

Prepare a list of contacts for help/support. Your Vet, Vet Clinic after hours emergency,
friend/s pre-organised.

Reading material.

Books, magazines, reading material close by to keep yourself occupied.

Tea, Coffee,
beverage of your
choice (nonalcoholic) and
snack foods.

For yourself obviously. There’s about a 1 in 3 chance you could be up for most of
night.
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Appendix 2
Litter Weight Record Sheet
Litter Weight Record Sheet
Sires name

Litter Birth Date

Dams name

Litter Registration No.

No

Puppy
(Name)

Markings Day 0

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

__/__/_ __/__/_ __/__/_ __/__/_ __/__/_ __/__/_ __/__/ __/__/
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Puppy

Markings

Week 0

Week 1 Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6 Week 7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Appendix 3
Litter Birth Record Sheet
Litter Birth Record Sheet
Sires name

Litter Birth Date

Dams name

Division of Sexes

Whelping Date

Time Started

No

Puppy (Name)

Time
of
Birth

Color

Time Finished

Weight Length
Markings Placentapa Position
ssed. Y/N
grams/oz Cent./Inches
Normal or
Breach

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Notes
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THIS REPORT IS NOT FOR RESALE

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED: No part of this book may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form whatsoever, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any informational storage or retrieval system without express written permission from the copyright owner Julia Mitchell

The information contained in this book is to be used as a guide only and not
substituted for the care and advice from your local veterinarian, before
breeding your dog consult your vet.

Disclaimer
The information presented herein represents the view of the author as of the date
of publication. It does not necessarily represent the view or marketing practices
undertaken by the publisher. Because of the rate with which conditions change,
the author reserves the right to alter and update his opinion based on the new
conditions. All trademarks used are properties of their respective owners.

Legal Notice
The Publisher has endeavored to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation of this
report, notwithstanding the fact that she does not warrant or represent at any time that the
contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, the
Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of the
subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations are
unintentional.
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